Welcome to Medisoft Clinical - Key Features
Medisoft Clinical EMR patient Records system is a complete medical records system for Microsoft
Windows®. Patient Records is easy to use because it is modeled on paper-based patient records.
Medisoft Clinical is adaptable to a wide variety of specialties, from a single-user configuration to a medium
medical offices. It is fully integrated, full functional, CCHIT certified, EMR with integrated PMS, LABS, Eprescription, Dictation, POES, Health Maintenance office, to a local area network in a large multi-clinic
setting, to a wide area network. The flexibility of Patient Records makes it an ideal choice for growing
practices. Patient Records provides many essential features that will help you manage your patient
information with ease.

Key features of Medisoft Clinical EMR are:

Meaningful Use Certified
CHHIT Certified for Meaningful use 2 and 3.

Instant Access
Complete patient information is always at your fingertips. For each patient, you can quickly view patient
history, progress notes, problem lists, health maintenance information, laboratory data, medications,
notes, and more. A unique patient inquiry feature makes it easy to pinpoint information.

Graphic Images
You can use the built-in graphics editor to add or import images into patient notes. You can also quickly
draw diagrams or edit medical images from a graphics library.

Health Maintenance Tracking
You can track health maintenance procedures such as immunizations and lab tests, and keep patients upto-date with reminder notices.

Prescriptions and Drug Interactions

You can submit electronically, write, and print prescriptions automatically as you record medications and
dosages. The Drug Interaction database, available on a subscription basis, checks patient medications for
drug interactions and allergies.

Prescription Formulary
This feature supports insurance-specific and specialty-specific formularies. It also enables you to select
medications by indication.

Report Capabilities

You can create a wide variety of reports for practice analysis, research, recertification, and CME credits.
You can also use the unique patient inquiry feature to design report queries, create mailing lists, and
produce reminders.

Efficient Data Entry
Patient demographics automatically entered from Medisoft system. You can enter patient information
directly with Patient Records' word processing features, or import patient data from a word processor.
The Patient Records Text Data Loader transfers information to the appropriate section of the patient chart,
including the problem list, vital sign, medication, allergy, and health maintenance categories. Laboratory
data can be transferred electronically from an outside laboratory with the Laboratory Data Loader.

Patient Information Analysis
You can use the powerful patient inquiry feature to search for and analyze patient information. You can
also export laboratory data, vital signs, medications, allergies, patient demographics, problem lists, visit
titles, and health maintenance data to statistical packages, spreadsheets, and databases.

Flow Charts and Plots

You can instantly translate vital signs and laboratory data into a tabular format or display the items
graphically, ensuring that the data can be easily read and interpreted.

Integrated Patient Education

You can use the built-in browser to access the optional Patient Education libraries, thousands of
informational handouts that you can print and give to your patients.

Built-in Browser for Knowledge Bases and the Web
You can also use the built-in browser to access your own custom local knowledge base, and to surf the
Web if you have Web access.

Letters Feature
You can configure templates and macros to automatically include patient demographic, clinical data, and
conditional logic in letters. Patient Records supports full-page layout, including fonts, headers, footers,
and margins.

Multi-User Capability and Remote Access
You can use Patient Records with your networking software to make records available from several
locations at once. With the addition of telecommunications software and a modem, you can access Patient
Records from home or hospital. Multiple users may interact concurrently with Medisoft Clinical and may
view the same record, clinical document, or template, though the application does not allow multiple users
to edit a document or piece of data at the same time. Record-level protection is provided.

Confidentiality and Data Security
You can prevent unauthorized access to patient information with multi-level password protection. You can
also safeguard irreplaceable patient data with Patient Records’ archiving feature.

Flexibility

You can create your own patient chart sections and develop formats for progress notes, patient histories,
and prescription forms. Other options that provide flexibility include renaming laboratory data categories
and defining your own health maintenance protocols.

Insurance Billing & Electronic transmission
You can complete the entire Patient billing cycle by using Medisoft billing portion, Electronic claims
submission, Electronic payment posting, Patient Insurance verification eligibility, Electronic Patient
remainder statement submission.

Usability
You will use simple, straightforward Microsoft Windows commands, menus, and dialog boxes to get your
work done. You and your staff will not need extensive prior computer experience or training to get
started. Patient Records can be used equally well by small, medium-sized, and very large medical
practices. You can use it on a single, standalone PC-compatible computer; a Microsoft® network; or on a
combination of standalone and network workstations. These systems may all be in a single location or
connected by telecommunications to a remote site. For convenience, you may even want to transfer a
copy of selected information to a laptop computer. When choosing the setup for your own office, you will
want to consider your equipment budget, the size of your practice, and the size and capabilities of your
staff. Whatever your decision, you will still be able to change configurations later as your practice grows.

We are

eMDs (Formerly Mc-Kasson) Certified Medisoft Clinical ONE value-added reseller
providing solutions, and implementation including computer systems, software, installation,
customization, training, support to bring you a peace of mind to go through the transition of
the entire system.

Our Earnest Commitment Is Your Success!

Contact: Advanced Micro Clinical Solutions 973-428-3318 or click
Here to e-mail us

